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ALLEN, WILLIAM & THOMSON, T.R.H.
A Narrative of the Expedition sent by Her Majesty’s
Government to the River Niger, in 1841, under the
of Command by Captain H.D. Trotter. Two volumes.
London, Richard Bentley, 1848.
€ 1 200
Pp. xviii, (ii), 510; viii, 512. With three maps, sixteen engraved plates and many woodcut illustrations in the text.
Contemporary full calf, covers ruled in gilt, flat spines
richly gilt and with title labels, extremities lightly rubbed,
hinges weak but firm, marbled end papers, marbled edges
First edition of an interesting account of the exploration
of Niger with information about the natural history of the
region and of the different tribes.
The British Niger Expedition of 1841 was commissioned by
the government to explore the course of the River Niger
and make trade treaties with the local rulers to prohibit
the slave trade. However, the expedition was forced to
end prematurely when most of the crew were struck down
with fever. Despite this Commander Allen succeeded in
signing three treaties with the most influential potentates
on the river. Hess & Coger 6939. De Gramont p.207.
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[ANDRÉE, SALOMON AUGUST]
Two original photographs from Andrée’s Arctic Balloon Expedition in 1897. Credited to G. & H. Hasselblad, Gothenburg, June 1897.
€ 800
Two albumen prints (10.9 x 15.5 cm) mounted in original
printed passé-partout, housed in contemporary frames,
rubbed. One photo depicts the ship “Svensksund” on its
way to Svalbard in the summer of 1897 for a second balloon
expedition headed by the Swedish scientist Andrée with
the objective of reaching the North Pole. The other photo
depicts Andrée together with the participants of the ex-
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pedition on board ship, probably taken by Jonas Stadling.
The photograph shows Axel Stake (engineer), Carl August
Ehrensvärd (Captain of the ship), Christian Lembke (medical doctor), S.A. Andrée and his two balloon companions
Knut Frænkel and Nils Strindberg.
After a failed balloon expedition in 1896 a new attempt
was made by Andrée, Strindberg and Frænkel the following year. In July the expedition took off from Danes Island
at Svalbard but flew for only 65 hours before the balloon
was forced down on the pack ice about 300 km north of
White Island. Several expeditions were sent out in search
of the missing balloon team but without any success. A
Norwegian vessel discovered the remains of the expedition at White Island (Kvitøya) in 1930.

3 [ART NOUVEAU DESIGN]

SCHMIT T, HELENE

Stickereien (Embroideries). Entwürfe von Helen
Schmitt. Auf Stein gezeichnet von der Verfasserin.
Parts I–III (all published). Basel, Wassermann &
Schäublin & Dresden, In Kommission bei der Verlagshandlung Wilhelm Baensch, 1906–7. € 6 800
Large folio (41 x 52 cm). Comprises twenty-four beautiful
coloured lithographed plates (one double-page) printed on
strong cardboard of different colours, some highlighted in
gold. Together with one leaf of foreword and three leaves
with explanatory text and photographic illustrations. As
issued in loose sheets in original illustrated stiff wrappers,
with some wear and neat restorations. Housed in specially
made cloth portfolio by Atelier Devauchelle in Paris.
First and only edition, self-published by the artist. We assume in a very small number. A gorgeous Art Nouveau
work with decorative ornamental designs for embroidery
but could also be used for other techniques; wood paint-

ing and carving, book covers, furnitures, curtains, clothes,
etc. Helene Schmitt was a teacher of embroidery at the
Frauenarbeitsschule in Basel. Some of her works were exhibited at the Basel Trade Exhibition of 1901. According to
Schmitt’s foreword:
“The designs for embroidery, which are available here
in lithographic form, are a selection from the drawings
that I designed as head of the class for coloured embroidery at the Woman’s Work School in Basel over the past
5 years. Part of the work was exhibited at the Basel Trade
Exhibition from 1901 for the first time. Since then I have
mostly reworked the designs and now publish them in
this new form … The patterns were created for the needs
of my pupils and were implemented in the school itself.
Our school is not a technical school and the embroidery
courses are attended by the schoolchildren for a longer or
shorter period according to their wish. One will therefore find among these sheets, in addition to technically
very simple works, also more complicated ones; however,
the technical requirements never exceed the level of what
can be acquired in a similarly organized school. I know
that the artistic appeal of such women’s work does not
just depend on the template, but essentially also on how
much taste and care is put into the technical part of the
work. Unfortunately, very little of these intentions can be
seen in the lithographic plates. Photographic illustrations
have therefore been added to the brief explanations of the
text sheets. They should show the effect of the whole and
clarify the technical treatment. In addition, the text about
the technique and the material will provide the necessary
information … The drawings should also have some value
for non-embroiderers who know what is important using
a pattern. Most are easy to implement in a different technique; some of the borders are suitable for wood painting”
A wonderful work in genuine Art Nouveau style. A few
plates with small crease at corners but overall a very good
set. Very rare in the market.
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AVRIL, PHILIPPE
Voyage en divers etats d’Europe et d’Asie, entrepris
pour découvrir un nouveau chemin à la Chine. Contenant plusiers remarques curieuses de physique, de
geographie, d’hydrographie & d’histoire. Avec une
description de la grande Tartarie, & les differens peuples qui l’habitent. Paris, Claude Barbin, Jean Boudot, George & Louis Josse, 1692.
€ 4 000
4to. Pp. (xx), 406, (ii), (24) table. With engraved portrait
of Gen. Stanislas Jablonowski, one folding engraved map,
three engraved plates and five large engraved vignettes.
Contemporary calf, covers ruled in gilt, flat spine with
elaborate gilt decoration and red title label, r.e. Bookplate
on front paste down. First edition.

Philippe Avril, Jesuit professor of philosophy and mathematics at Paris, was summoned by Father Ferdinand
Verbiest in Peking to join the mission there. For eight
years, from 1682 to 1690, Avril travelled overland as far
as North and Northwest China but ultimately failing to
reach Peking. This narrative covers both journeys; the first
by caravan through Syria, Kurdistan, Armenia, Persia and
across the Caspian to Astrakan where he had to turn back,
and the second about his attempt to cross Siberia from
Moscow to China, with his return to the West through
Constantinople, Moldavia, Poland and Lithuania. Avril’s
narrative is based on earlier Jeusit reports but also on new
information given to him by caravan travellers and rulers
he met en route, in particular the king of Syria. Cordier BS
2088. Cf Walravens (1987) 55.
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BATCHELOR, JOHN
An Ainu-English-Japanese Dictionary. And Grammar. Church Missionary Society. Hakodate. Tokyo,
Printed for the Hokkaido Cho by Y. Kumata, 1889.

€ 1 500
Pp. (iv), 80, 287, (1) addenda, (1) Japanese colophon. Original
cloth. Binding worn and stained, new cloth spine. Front
endpaper with some staining. Rare first edition of the first
proper Ainu-English dictionary. Includes an interesting
and comprehensive introduction about the language and
grammar. The Reverend John Batchelor was a British missionary who lived among the Ainu people in Hokkaido for
more than 60 years. During these years he became close to
the people and knowledgeable about their culture, religion
and language. He was the first to write in Ainu, creating a
writing system for the language. Cordier BJ 618.
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BENTLEY, WILLIAM HOLMAN
Dictionary and Grammar of the Kongo Language,
As spoken at San Salvador, the Ancient Capital of
the Old Kongo Empire, West Africa. Compiled and
Prepared for the Baptist Mission on the Kongo River, West Africa. London, the Baptist Missionary Society & Trübner & Co., 1887.
€ 580
Pp. xxiv, 718. With one folding table of concords. Original
blue cloth, gilt lettering on spine, stained and with some
wear. Light foxing to first few leaves otherwise fine internally. Old ownership signature on front endpaper.
AND: APPENDIX. London 1895. Pp. iii–vii, 721–944, (1),
945–1052. Original cloth gilt, faded and worn. Without
half title (?). First edition. The first comprehensive dictionary and grammar of the Kongo language, compiled under the auspices of Leopold II of Belgium. The Reverend
William Bentley, missionary of the English Baptist Society
resided for five years in the region of West Africa where the
Kongo language is spoken. Zaunmüller 227 (later edition).
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[BIANCHI, ROMUALDO]

8

Trattato sopra la vernice detta comunemente Cinese.
In risposta data all’Illmo Sig. Abbate Sebastioano
Gualtieri. Roma, Antonio de Rossi, 1731. 
€ 500

Il cocchio volante o sia Viaggi per l’aria di M.r De
Gas. Almanacco per l’Anno Bisestile 1784. In cui
s’incomincia a dare una descrizione ragionata dell’
aria infiammabile, e d’un Cocchio Volante a qualsiasi direzione. In Milano, Gio. Battista Bianchi, s.a.
(1784).
€ 1 900

Pp. (xvi), 142. With four engraved plates. Somewhat later
cloth, calf spine ruled and lettered in gilt, upper cover
with small loss. Marbled end papers. Bookplate. Second
(first 1720) edition of this interesting study on Chinese
lacquer by Filippo Buonanni (1638–1725), an Italian Jesuit
scholar. The treatise describes in detail the various types
of lacquer, different preparation methods and their applications on metal and wood. The plates illustrate the
cooking and extraction of the paint. Cf. De Backer, p. 151.
Cicognara 87.

12mo. Pp. 96. With folding engraved frontispiece. Contemporary marbled paper wrappers, top of spine slightly
chipped, preserved in decorated paper. First edition, first
issue, of this very charming almanac devoted to “the flying chariot” at a time when the first balloon attempts were
made in Europe.
In 1783 the first practical balloon trials were made by the
Montgolfier brothers and later that year Rozier and the
Marquis D’Arlandes succeeded in making the first untethered ascent. The first Italian balloon ascent was made in
February 1784.
This lovely calendar covers a great deal about various aerostats, and about their construction, operation, use, etc.
Very rare. The 1784 issue of the Encyclopedic Journal of
Milan (Giornale Enciclopedico di Milano (parte letteraria)) reports on this publication, stating that the edition was
sold out in seven days. A second, but smaller issue was then
published. See Caproni-Bertarelli, p. 107 and Melzi I, 216.

BONANNI (BUONANNI), FILIPPO
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BOXER, CHARLES R ALPH
A Portuguese Embassy to Japan (1644–1647). Translated from an Unpublished Portuguese Ms. and
Other Contemporary Sources, with Commentary
and Appendices. London 1928.
€ 280
Tall 8vo. Pp. viii, 64. With two facsimile plates. Publisher’s
printed boards, cloth spine, rubbed and with light staining. Old ownership signature on front endpaper. First edition of Boxer’s first separately published work about the
Portuguese Embassy of Captain Gonçalo de Sigueira de
Souza to Japan 1644–7 whose goal was to re-establish trade
relations between the countries. Howgego S143.
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BR AND, ADAM

Yearly Customs, the Human Sacrifices, the Present
State of the Slave Trade, and the Negro’s Place in Nature. Two volumes. London, Tinsley Brothers, 1864.

€ 850

Relation du voyage de Mr. Evert Isbrand envoyé
de sa majesté czarienne a l’empereur de la Chine,
en 1692,93 & 94. Avec une lettre de Monsieur …,
sur l’etat présent de la Moscovie. Amsterdam, Chez
Jean-Louis de Lorme, 1699. 
€ 2 800

Pp. ii–xvii, (3), 7–386; vi, 413, (1). Half title to volume one
is missing. With two frontispieces. Narrowly cut in modern cloth.

Small 8vo. Pp. (ii), 249, (1). With engraved frontispiece and
one large folding engraved map. Contemporary calf, spine
with five raised bands, rubbed and hinges weak, marbled
edges, spine expertly restored.
First French edition (orig. in German 1698) of an important work on Siberia and China. It deals with the Russian embassy headed by Everard Isbrand Ides which went
overland from Moscow to Peking, written by the secretary
of the embassy, Adam Brand. The aim of the expedition
was to conclude commercial agreements with the Chinese
but, in fact, this was not achieved. The journal describes
the Siberian tribes encountered along the route and writes
vividly about the visit to China including the embassy’s reception in Peking. “His eyewitness reports of the temples
visited, the dust on Peking streets, the negotiations with
Chinese officials, the official banquets he attended, and so
forth, are his most important contributions to Europe’s
knowledge about Asia” (Lach). Includes a table “des chiffres de la carte” (pp. 183–92) with numbers of cities and
other places passed along the route, indicated on the map.
The map only to be found in this edition. At end there
is an anonymous letter about the present state of Moscow included. Chadenat 5335. Cordier BS 2469. Lust 506.
Löwendahl 230. Walravens, China Illustrata 70.
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Pp. viii, 488. With two coloured maps and twelve full page
plates. Publisher’s cloth, decorated and lettered in gilt and
silver, extremities rubbed, corners bumped, expertly rebacked with original spine preserved. Library markings
and bookplate. Inscribed by the author.
First edition of Isabel and Richard Burton’s travel to India
in 1875–6. They visited Jeddah, Bombay, Hyderabad and
Goa among other places. This narrative which is partly
written by Richard describes the Massacre at Jeddahin in
1858, the Nizam Diamond in Hyderabad, the sanitaria of
Western India, the civil and religious history of Goa, the
career of St. Francis Xavier and his canonization, etc. Robinson p. 232.

BURTON, SIR RICHARD FR ANCIS
A Mission to Gelele, King of Dahome. With Notices
of the so called “Amazons”, the Grand Customs, the

CAMPBELL, JOHN
Travels in South Africa. Undertaken at the Request
of the Missionary Society. London, Printed for the
Black, Parry & Co., 1815.
€ 500
Pp. xvi, 400. With one folding map, engraved frontispiece
and eight engraved plates protected by tissue guards. Some
light foxing and some discolouration from plates. contemporary calf rebacked with new spine, title labels printed in
gilt. Second amended edition (first 1815).
Campbell was a Scottish missionary who was sent to South
Africa in 1812 to inspect the mission stations there after
the death of John Theodosius van der Kemp, Governor of
Bethelsdorp. Campbell travelled extensively throughout
the country for nine months to visit the different settlements. He came in contact with various tribes, many previously unreached, and the Boer settlers. He returned to
England in 1814 with his report and recommendations for
the colony together with maps of the outposts. Howgego
II, pp. 105–6. Mendelssohn I, p. 254 (third ed.).

BURTON, ISABEL
A. E. I. Arabia Egypt India. A Narrative of Travel.
London, William Mullan and Son, 1879.
€ 950
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Second edition of Burton’s account of his last major expedition to West Africa in 1863. Burton travelled to Dahomey
(Benin) for the purpose of establishing trade relations and
to persuade the King Gelele to abandon his practices of
slave-trading and human sacrifice. However, it was an unsuccessful mission. Casada 47. Penzer 72–3.
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CASALIS, EUGÈNE
The Basutos; or Twenty-Three Years in South Africa.
London, James Nisbet & Co., 1861.
€ 450
Pp. xx, 355, 8 adv. With eight engraved plates and several
illustrations in the text. Rebound in paper covered boards,
calf spine with title label. Bound with one folding coloured map (dated 1861) which doesn’t belong to the work.
One leaf (pp.167–8) restored without loss.
First edition of an interesting account of the Basutos describing habits, social and domestic life, government, religious ideas, superstitions, literature and music. Eugène
Casalis, French Protestant missionary who spent 23 years
in Southern Africa. He arrived at Cape Town in 1833 and
participated in establishing a French Protestant Mission
in Moriah, Lesotho. Casalis settled in Thaba-Bosis near
Mohesh (Lesotho). Mendelssohn I, p. 307.

15 [CHINA]
HOLMES, SAMUEL
Viaggio di Samuele Holmes … eseguito negli anno
1792 e 1793. Milano, Sonzogno e Co., 1817.
€ 200
12mo. Pp. xii, 275, (1). With five hand-coloured engraved
plates. Ownership signature stamps on title. Near contemporary half calf on marbled boards. First Italian edition
of Holmes’ journal of the Macartney Embassy to China,
based on the French edition of 1805. The wonderful illustrations depict the Great Wall, the Beisi Pagoda, a Chinese
soldier, the Great Imperial Palace and a Chinese barge.
(Raccolta de’ viagii. xliv). Cordier BS 2388.

16 [CONSTANTINOPLE
– EXCEPTIONELL PANORAMA]

BERGGREN, GUILL AUME (PER) (Photogr.)

Attractive grand panorama view of Constantinople
composed of fourteen photographic sections. Constantinople ca 1874–5.
€ 12 000
An impressive large-scale panorama about 480 cm long.
Fourteen sepia toned photographs, each ca 34 x 26 cm,
joined together and mounted on a heavy quality paper
made by the renowned French paper manufacturer Canson & Montgolfier. Recently the paper has been professionally restored and the whole laid on an Aero linen made
of natural fibres and neutral pH. (The total size is about
500 cm x 53 cm).
The panorama shows a view of approximately 270 degrees of the Old City of Istanbul taken from the Galata
Tower. The great old mosques (mostly former Byzan tine
churches) with their minarets are clearly visible in the
background, including the Hagia Sophia and the Suleiman
Mosque. Visiible in the foreground are the busy waters of
the Golden Horn with numerous steamers and boats approaching the Galata Bridge on the right. Superb quality of
the prints. Berggren has signed by hand at the right hand
corner of the paper (no printed signatures on the photos
as usual). We assume this is a special issue, perhaps for a
special occasion or person, most likely made before the
smaller folded versions.
Guillaume Berggren was born in Stockholm but lived
most of his life in Constantinople, where he arrived in
1866 and stayed until his death in 1920. He opened a photographic studio in the fashionable area of Pera. “G. Berggren’s photographs are characterized by all the seriousness
and creative talent of the serious artist. As a depictor of
Anatolia, the Bosporus, Constantinople, and Thrace, he
was regarded by his contemporaries as unsurpassed”. Leif
Wigh, Photographic Views of the Bosporus and Constantinople, Fotografiska Museet 1984.
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CROW THER, RE V. SAMUEL
Journal of an Expedition of the Niger and Tschadda
Rivers, undertaken by Macgregor Laird, esq. In
Connection with the British Government, in 1854.
London, Church Missionary House, 1855.
€ 750
Pp. xxiv, 240. With one folding map. Original blindstamped cloth, top of spine chipped with small loss. Internally fine. First edition. Samuel Ajayi Crowther (1806–91),
was a Yoruba linguist and the first African Anglican bishop
in Nigeria. As a young boy he was captured during the civil
wars in 1821 but freed by the British the following year
and settled with his family in Sierra Leone where he converted to Christianity. Crowther was proficient in many
African languages and published several books in Yoruba.
He was selected to accompany an expedition to Niger in
1841 together with missionary James Schön. The purpose
was to establish commercial relations, encourage Christianity and help end the slave trade. This is an account of a
second Niger expedition. Maggs (1962) 2867.
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CRUICKSHANK, BRODIE
Eighteen Years on the Gold Coast of Africa. Including an Account of the Native Tribes, and their Intercourse with Europeans. Two volumes. London,
Hurst and Blackett, 1853.
€ 950
Pp. viii, 345, adv. (1) 16; vi, 335, adv. (1), 8. Publisher’s blindstamped cloth, spines lettered in gilt, faded, extremities
lightly rubbed. First edition.
Interesting account of the Gold Coast of Africa (Southern
Ghana) based on Cruickshank’s long experience in the
country. He was a Scotsman who became a member of the
Legislative Council of the Gold Coast when it was set up
in 1850. He spent many years at Cape Coast Castle and had
continuous contact with the natives on issues such as law
and custom. Scarce. Gay 2865.
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DAL ZEL, ARCHIBALD
The History of Dahomy, an Inland Kingdom of Africa. Compiled from Authentic Memoirs. London, T.
Spilsbury and Son, 1793.
€ 1 200
4to. Pp. xxxii, xxvi, (iv), 230. With folding engraved frontispiece map and six engraved plates. Contemporary full
calf, rebacked. First edition of a scarce account of Dahomey
(Benin). Scottish-born Archibald Dalzel spent seven years
in West Africa, part of which he held the position of Governor of Whydah (now Quidah, Benin). He was involved
in the slave trade which he pursued to save the slaves from
the greater evil of being human sacrifices. The kingdom of
Dahomey was established around 1600 by the Fon people
and lasted until 1894 when it was made a French protectorate. Hogg 170.
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DE BRUJN (BRUYN), CORNELIS
Voyages par la Moscovie, en Perse et aux Indes Orientales; … on y a ajouté la route qu’a suivie M. Isbrants, ambassadeur de Moscovie, en traversant la
Russie et la Tartarie pour se rendre à la Chine et
quelques remarques contre M. Chardin et Kaempfer. Two volumes in one. Amsterdam, chez les Frères
Wetstein, 1718.
€ 8 000
Folio. Pp. (viii), 252; (ii), 253–469. With titles printed in red
and black, engraved frontispiece, three folding engraved
maps, 273 engravings (numbered 1–262 and eleven unnumbered) and 44 engravings in the text. The beautiful
illustrations depict impressive costumes, grand views (including two folding panoramas of Moscow and Isfahan),
interesting flora and fauna, animals, monuments, antiquities, etc. Contemporary full calf, expertly restored, original spine preserved, covers ruled in gilt and spine richly
decorated and lettered in gilt, marbled edges. First French
edition, translated from the original Dutch published in
1714.

Cornelis De Brujn born at the Hague in 1652 was a Dutch
painter and traveller. He made his first journey in 1674 to
the Levant where he stayed for seven years. This work is
devoted to his second journey which took him to Russia,
Persia, India, Ceylon and Indonesia.
De Brujn’s account is devoted to the countries visited,
their peoples and customs, culture and natural history.
It is mainly recognised for the lovely illustrations made
after his drawings. He visited the Samoyedic country,
Moscow, Astrakhan, Siberia, Isfahan, Persepolis, Garmeroon, Cochin in India, and Batavia and Bantam in Indonesia. Of particular interest is De Brujn’s description of
the Samoyedic people, one of the earliest, and the account
with illustrations of Persepolis. In addition he describes
the journey by Everand Ysbrants Ides to China. A magnificent copy with excellent impression of the attractive
engravings. Chadenat ii, 5085. Cohen-De Ricci p. 610. Lipperheide Kaa 6. Howgego B177.
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EDKINS, JOSEPH
China’s Place in Philology: An Attempt to Show that
the Languages of Europe and Asia have a Common
Origin. London, Trübner & Co., 1871.
€ 480
Pp. (xxiv), 403 + adv. pp. 32. Publisher’s cloth, lightly
rubbed, spine faded. First edition.
Joseph Edkins, a British missionary and linguist, spent
more than fifty years in China. He wrote extensively on
the Chinese language and religions, especially Buddhism.
He translated western scientific works into Chinese and
in 1880 he became a translator for the Chinese Imperial
Maritime Customs. In this work he tries to show that the
languages of Europe and Asia have a common origin by
comparing Chinese with Indo-European languages. Rare.
Cordier BS 1581. Löwendahl Supplement 1824. Pulleyblank
(1995). pp. 340 & 343–4.
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22 [FRENCH TEXTILE MANUAL]
A manual for producing passementerie with mounted samples. No
place or date. Saint-Étienne (?) ca
1870–90.
€ 2 200
Size: 35 x 22 cm. Sixty-five pages with
manuscript instructions for patterns
including diagrams, pencil and watercolour drawings, inserted textile samples and eight coloured silk feathers.
Beautiful handwriting in French. Some
minor browning to the paper. Bound in
contemporary half green sheep on marbled boards, lightly rubbed. Remains of
old paper label on upper cover.
An impressive manual demonstrating
different techniques and patterns for
making the traditional French craft
called passementerie; producing elaborate trimmings such as bands, braids,
fringes, tassels, etc. for clothing or furnishing. With numerous colour-printed

Jacquard punch cards with different weaving patterns pasted in. Together with neat
hand-written diagrams, hand-coloured
designs, and many inserted textile samples, mainly of silk. In addition there are
hand-written tables for calculations, descriptions and prices of silk. Eight beautiful large feathers are enclosed.
We believe this manual was made for instructional use, perhaps it belonged to
an apprentice of a textile manufacturer
because it includes extensive technical
records. It seems to have been owned by
someone with serious interest in the craft.
The traditional art of passementerie (also
called ribbon) is very old in France and by
the end of the 18th century Saint-Étienne
became the main center of ribbon making,
in particular silk ribbons. The craft was
performed by many small family workshops. A very attractive and painstaking
work which also is important from an historical perspective.

23 [GEORGIAN OPERAS PERFORMED IN MOSCOW]
[MIR Z ASHVILI, RE VA Z] (Ill.)
Two decorative programs for the Georgian Operas:
“Daisi” and “Darejan the Wily”. Tbilisi 1936. € 300
Comprises: 1. Daisi: Opera. Dekada gruzinskogo iskusstva
v Moskve (Twilight: Opera in 3 acts: A Decade of Georgian Art in Moscow / Music by Z.P. Palishvili). Tbilisi,
“Tekhnika da Shroma”, 1936. Pp. 27. With illustrations.
Original coloured pictorial wrappers, spine chipped. Text
in Russian, title also in Georgian. The famous opera Daisi
is composed by the founder of Georgian classical music,
Zakaria Paliashvili and the libretto was compiled by the
Georgian actor and playwright Valerian Gunia. First performed in Tblisi in 1923. This production was compiled
for “The Decade of the Georgian Culture”, a ten-day event
aimed at displaying achievements of the national minorities of the USSR; held in Moscow in January 1937. (Daisi
became the gem of the event mainly due to the set design
by the noted Georgian theatre artist Solomon Virsaladze)
2. Kovarnaya Daredzhan: Opera. Dekada gruz. iskusstva v
Moskve (Darejan the Willy: Opera in 3 acts: A Decade of
Georgian Art in Moscow/ Music by M.A. Balanchivadze).
Tblisi, “Technika da Shroma”, 1936. With illustrations.
Original coloured pictorial wrappers, spine chipped, small
loss of lower left corner. Text in Russian, title also in Georgian. The first Georgian opera, premiered as Tamar the
Wily on the stage of Tbilisi Opera Theatre in April 1926.
Under the new title Darejan the Wily it was performed in
Moscow during the event “The Decade of Georgian Art”,
with success. Meliton Balanchivadze is one of the greatest
Georgian composers.
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[GILMORE, GEORGE WILLIAM]
Corea of To-Day. London, T. Nelson and Sons, 1894.

€ 480
Small 8vo. Pp. 128. With map and seven b/w plates made
from photos. Bound in a lovely contemporary or slightly
later binding by Anker Kyster. Cleared inspired by the
contemporary Japonisme influence in Europe. Floral decorated paper boards, spine in blind-stamped calf with title
label, hand-decorated end papers.
First edition of a scarce book.
Contains information about the
government, the people, customs
and manners, languages, religions, foreign relations etc. Mainly based on Gilmore’s work “Corea
from its Capital” (1892) but with
some additions of the then current political situation. Gilmore
was an American missionary, employed as a teacher by the Korean
government. Not in Cordier.
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GUGGENHEIM, ME YER ROBERT (Compiler)

of firemen, A marriage ceremony, A funeral procession, A
public wrestling match, Carpenters, Street scenes, Street
scenes in the night and Country scenes. Very scarce plain
paper edition of this charming work. (A smaller crêpe paper edition was published in 1904). The spine with minor
damage but over all a lovely copy.

Communication China. Course at the Army War
College, 1924–25. (G-2. Supplementary document
# 3E to Report of Committee No. 12). Two volumes.
Date of Conference, September 29, 1924. 
€ 950
4to. Typescript on paper. Pp. (v), 1–294. With 55 maps,
plans and diagrams. Contemporary cloth, lettered in gilt,
lower spine ends chipped. One of 5 copies (no. 2). Guggenheim’s personal copy, with his bookplate.

28 [HUNGARIAN MANUSCRIPT]

BAIL, FR ANCIS WILLIAM

Hajnal Leánya. Hindu Rege. (Heifer of the Dawn.
Hindu Legend). 20th century.
€ 800

A confidential report on communications in China compiled from information gathered from military intelligence. Divided into thirteen sections mainly devoted to
railroads within the country but deals also with roads, waterways, various other ways of transportation, telegraphs,
telephones, cables and radio facilities. Meyer Robert
Guggenheim (1885–1959) was a Major in the Infantry during WW1. Between 1923 and 1925 he served as Lieutenant
Colonel and Assistant Chief of Staff and in 1953 he was
appointed US ambassador to Portugal.

26 [HAIBARA / HANDMADE JAPANESE FANS]
Two hand-painted round fans (uchiwa) in original
woodblock-printed covers. Tokyo, Haibara Naojiro,
ca 1890.
€ 2 800
A beautiful and well-preserved pair of round hand fans
painted in ink, colour and gofun on paper with handles of
lacquer decorated with gold, and silk tasselled cords. The
fans are decorated in rinpa style with a landscape scene
and flowers, on the reverse one has a view of Mount Fuji
and the other a bamboo scene highlighted with gold. One
fan has one small chip at edge and a few tiny paper losses,
the other is in fine condition. Size: 23.8 x 23 cm, length
including handles 36 cm. Mounted in the original paper
folders woodblock-printed in colours.
Haibara, established in 1806, is one of Japan’s oldest paper merchants and still operating in Nihonbashi in Tokyo. During the Edo period Haibara became famous for
the decorated round fans (uchiwa) produced as a typical
souvenir at that time. The third owner, Haibara Naojiro
(1846–1910), worked close to artists like Shibata Zeshin,
Kawanabe Kyosai and Kawabata Gyokusho who created
the original designs for Haibara’s products. A delightful
pair of these handmade fans.
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HASEGAWA , TAKEJIRO

(Publ.)
Japanese Pictures of Japanese Life. Tokyo, T. Hase
gawa, 38 Yotsuya Hommura, Meiji 36 (1903).€ 1 600

Small 4to. (24.2 x 18.3 cm). Comprises ten leaves including the covers, folded in the Japanese style. With delicate
coloured woodblock-printed illustrations. The pictures
are titled: The Art-printers, “Otsue” pictures, The agility

Illustrated manuscript with text in Hungarian. Beautiful
handwriting accompanied by lovely watercolour illustrations. Size: 15.7 x 18.8 cm. Pp. 61. Contemporary green cloth
with painted colour illustration on upper cover, pretty floral end papers. Inscription dated 1958 on free front end
paper. A fictional “Hindu” tale written by Francis William
Bail, a British writer and an expert in Sanskrit literature.
He wrote fantasy stories that he claimed were translated
from ancient Sanskrit tales, but eventually it turned out
that he had written the fairy tales himself.
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HÖST, GEORG
Efterretninger om Marókos og Fes, samlede der i
Landene fra Ao. 1760 til 1768. Kiøbenhavn, N. Möller, 1779.
€ 1 500
4to. Pp. (xx), 291, (23) register + (1) errata. With engraved
front portrait, one engraved map, two engraved vignettes
and 33 engraved plate, of which many folding. Occasionally some light staining and a few leaves with small marginal
tear. Contemporary half calf on marbled paper boards,
worn, hinges cracked.
First edition of an early informative account of Morocco
devoted to the government, commerce, geography, religion, the various inhabitants (Arabs, Brebers, Mauri people, etc.) and their customs. Probably the first Western
work dealing with the Moroccan-Arabic dialect. The author George Höst served as Danish Consul at Mogador for
about eight years in the 1760s. The beautiful plates depict
costumes, views, sights, music, weapons and coins. Bibl.
Danica ii, 558. Cf Lipperheide Ma4 (German edition 1781).
Cf Schnurrer, 125 & 139.

30 [JAPAN / KIRAN BROCADE DESIGN]

HASHINAGA, SHUNPA & TANAKA, YUICHI (Ed.)

Kinrancho. きん羅む帖. Two volumes. Kyôto, Ichi
mura Kikuo, Taishõ 9 (1920).
€ 1 000

Folio. (35 x 24.5 cm). A collection with fifty colour woodblock-printed illustrations of traditional kinran brocade
patterns. Depicting flowers, birds, animals, geometric
patterns, etc, all in fine impressions, some using metallic inks. Comprises title, fifty leaves with illustrations and
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one colophon. Double folded leaves in the Japanese style.
Occasionally some minor staining. Original decorated
blue paper wrappers, silk ties, title labels on front covers, light wear to extremities. Housed in the original silkcovered folder, worn. First edition.
Kinran or gold brocade was originally imported from
China in the 13th century. It’s an exclusive fabric made
by inserting thin gold thread to create the pattern (called
ginran when silver thread is used). The first Japanese kinran was woven in the famous Nishijn district in Kyoto in
1592 according to Rokuon Nichiroku (Journal kept by the
Buddhist monks of the Roku-in temple). By the mid-Edo
period the weavers in Kyoto produced kiran brocade for
the court, Shinto shrines, Buddhist temples and for the
Noh schools. Rare. Only one known library copy (National
Diet, Tokyo).

31 [JAPANESE ART MAGAZINE]
KUBOTA BEISEN (Ed.)
Bijutsu Hoko (The Art Treasury). Eleven volumes.
Tokyo, Matsui Eikichi, Gahakudo, 1895.
€ 6 000
A complete set of this early refined Japanese art magazine.
Size: 26 x 16 cm. With high-quality woodblock-reproductions of ukiyo-e prints and paintings by famous artists
such as Kitagawa Utamaro, Katsushika Hokusai, Shibata
Zeshin, Sakai Hoitsu, Ogata Korin, Mauyama Okyo, Kawanabe Kyosai, Yoshitoshi Tsukioka, etc. Includes several
folded prints of hashira-e (long and narrow pillar prints),
nagaban (large print) and long surimono (exclusive prints
for special occasions). Printed in lovely rich colours several highlighted with lacquer and mica. Bound in the
traditional Japanese fashion, as issued within coloured
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decorated wrappers. One volume loose in binding and
one volume has a few leaves affected by a small marginal
wormhole, otherwise in splendid condition. Housed in a
modern cloth folder.
The editor Kubota Beisen was a renowned Japanese artist
and art instructor at this time, he founded the Kyoto Fine
Art Association together with Kono Bairei. A stunning
collection which seems extremely rare to find complete.

32 [JAPANESE CONFECTIONERY]

K YÕTO K ASHÕK AI HENSANBU

Shikijigashi konrei no maki. 式事 菓子婚礼之卷
(Traditional confectionery for wedding ceremonies). Two volumes. Kyõto, Fujisawa Bunjirô, Shõwa
2 (1927). 
€ 1 800
Oblong folio (24 x 32.5 cm). Contains fifty coloured woodblock-printed plates of confectionary decorations. Four
text leaves with title and colophon. Double folded leaves

in the Japanese fashion. Publisher’s decorated cloth bindings, cotton ties, printed title labels on upper covers. Cover
of first volume with some minor soiling. A wonderful and
spectacular work illustrating different traditional confectionery served at Japanese wedding celebrations.
The plates depict small fanciful creations based on season
and/or a special theme. Very fine printing with delicate
and rich colours, some highlighted with silver. Captions
in Japanese. A few leaves with minor crease at margin but
overall a very good set. Rare, WorldCat only records one
copy with similar title which is dated Taishõ 10 (1921), but
it seems to be a different work.

33 [JAPANESE FEATHERS FROM EDO-PERIOD]
[Hand-painted manuscript scroll of different types
of feather (or fletching) used in the traditional
Japanese arrow making]. About mid or late 18th
century.
€ 900
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A very long scroll (478 x 22.2 cm) with 74 different types
of feather, hand-painted in black, grey and white ink on
thin paper. The feathers are illustrated with stripes and
dots in lots of different variations. An illustration of a
falcon appears at the beginning of the scroll. Some small
wormholes throughout, not affecting the illustrations.
One small hole at beginning and one line of text (probably a name) has been cut out at the start of the scroll, and
paper has been restored. Later re-binding with some wear,
housed in a modern box.
Japanese arrows (Ya) are considerably longer than Western arrows. Traditionally, the shafts were made of a special
kind of bamboo and fletched with feathers of larger birds
of prey, like hawks or sea eagles. The feathers or fletchings (hane) are one of the most important components of
an arrow, giving it stability in flight. There are two main
classifications of Japanese arrows; haya and otoya. The first
kind was made from feathers from the left wing and would
rotate clockwise and the other type was made from the
right wing and would spiral counter-clockwise. An unsophisticated but charming piece of artwork.

34 [JAPANESE NEO-RINPA DESIGN]

FURUYA , KORIN & FUJI, RINDO

Orimon Zukan 織紋圖鑑. Four volumes. Kyoto, Unsodo, Meiji 31 (1902).
€ 1 500
A complete set of a woodblock-printed pattern book richly
illustrated with designs and patterns mostly in the NeoRinpa style. Comprises 84 leaves with numerous designs
beautifully printed, mainly in light and pale colours.
Bound in the traditional Japanese fashion. Original paper
covers with title handwritten in ink on upper covers. The
covers with some staining but internally in fine condition.

Beautiful end papers with images of yellow-flowered Mussaenda. First edition. A comprehensive account of Liberia
with information about its history and exploration, settlements of the Normans on the Kru coast, the founding
of Liberia, slave trade, religion, geography, commerce, climate, geology, flora, fauna, birds, reptiles, fish, anthropology, languages, etc. Johnston, British explorer and colonial
administrator visited Liberia several times between 1882
and 1906.
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JULIEN, STANISL AS
Méthode pour déchiffrer et transcrire les noms
sanscrits qui se rencontrent dans les livres chinois,
à l’aide de règles, d’exercises et d’un répertoire de
onze cents caractères chinois idéographiques, employés alphabétiquement. Paris, L’imprimerie Impériale, 1861.
€ 480
Pp. (vi), vi, 235. Uncut, partly unopened copy in original
printed wrappers, spine chipped. Some browning to the
text. First edition.
Julien Stanislas, one of the leading European scholars
on China in the 19th century. He was a student of AbelRémusat, and succeeded him as the chair of Chinese
at the Collège de France upon Rémusat’s death in 1832.
Comprises: i. Exposition de la méthode; ii. Règles de la
transcription; iii. Exercises de transcription au moyen de
dictionnaire des signes phonétiques; iv. Dictionnaire des
signes chinois phonétiques. Cordier BS 1690. Löwendahl
Supplement 1803.

Furuya Korin was the key figure in the development of the
Neo-Rinpa style in Japan at this time. The modern design
was a combination of the traditional Japanese style and
the Art Nouveau ornamental design. Furuya Korin was
specialised in creating original woodcuts for this kind of
pattern books used in decorative art including textiles,
metalwork, carvings and ceramics. Rare, only listed in two
western institutions (Cambridge and Cincinnati).
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JOHNSTON, SIR HARRY HAMILTON
Liberia. With an Appendix on the Flora of Liberia
by Dr. Otto Stapf. Two volumes. London, Hutchinson & Co., 1906.
€ 450
Large and heavy 4to. Pp. xxviii, 520; xvi, pp. 521–1183.
With four large folding maps, 28 full page coloured plates
and numerous text illustrations, many made from photographs, including eighteen maps. Publisher’s brown
cloth with gilt vignettes on upper covers, lightly rubbed.
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K AWAR ASAKI KÔDÔ
Shiko Moyô Hyakudai (Hundred designs of the
four seasons). 四季模様百趣. Four volumes. Kyoto,
Uchida Bijutsu, Shôwa 13–4 (1938–9).
€ 1 800
Folio (33 x 23 cm). Lvs. 53 folded in the Japanese fashion.
Complete in four volumes comprising 192 beautiful woodcut illustrations. Original decorated paper covered boards,
printed in different colours, somewhat rubbed, rear cover
to last volume replaced. Printed paper title labels to front
covers.
Rare, interesting album with so many different designs,
all executed in brilliant colours, several highlighted with
metallic pigments. The great diversity of motifs varies
from everyday subjects to more fancy themes, several with
humorous elements. Fine impression, in lovely condition.
The artist Kawarasak Kôdô was a a renowned Kyoto-based
designer and illustrator at this time. Published by the very
well-known and superior printing house Uchida in Kyoto,
today still in operation. We have not found any library
copy but a similar work titled: Shuko mon’yô 聚古文様 volumes one and four (1939 & 1941) is listed at the National
Diet Library.

38 [KIMONO DESIGN BOOK]

DAIMARU INQUE

Bijutsu Moyo Kagami (A Mirror of Artistic Designs).
Kyoto, Unsodo, Meiji 31 (1898). 
€ 1 250
Folio (36.3 x 25.5 cm). Lvs 22. With forty pages of woodcutprinted designs. Folded in the Japanese fashion. Original
decorated paper wrappers, lightly rubbed. Printed paper
label on upper cover, traces of old label on lower cover.
Bookplates and stamps of Daimaru Inque.
An appealing large size zuan-chô (design album) with
beautiful, subtle woodblock-printed designs for kimonos
mainly inspired by nature and its elements. Fine impressions and colours. Issued by the famous publishing house
Unsôdô in Kyoto. Printed labels read: “Daimaru Inque,
Shinmachi, Gojyo Kyoto”, which we believe was a store
where customers could order kimonos. In very good condition.

39 [KOREA]

YI CHAE (YI JAE)
Sarye p’yõllam (Easy Manual of the Four Rites).
Eight parts (kwõn) in four volumes. Korea, no place
(Suwôn?) 1844.
€ 2 200
Large 8vo. (19.5 x 26.5 cm). Lvs 60, 82, 88, 67 double folded
in the Oriental style. Woodblock-printing text with some
illustrations. Partly with some staining. Original yellow
wrappers with mss titles on upper covers, some minor
wear and fading. First edition (?).
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Sarye p’yôllam is a practical guide recording rites and
ceremonies based on Neo-Confucianism by the famous
Korean scholar Yi Chae of Yi Jae (1680–1746) known by
his courtesy name Toam. Rare. According to the preface
by Cho Yin-Yông, the book was finalised by his grandson Yi Ch’ae (1745–1820) and was first printed by the latter’s son Yi Kwang-jõng (Yi Gweang-jeong) presumably in
1844 at Suwõn where he was serving as governor. Cf. Fang,
Chaoying: “The Asami Library: A Descriptive Catalogue”
no. 4.48. See Courant, Bibl. coréenne, no. 1068, for full
description of contents.
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LEGR AND, EDOUARD (EDY)
Macao et Cosmage ou l’experience du bonheur.
Aux editions de la Nouvelle Revue Française. Paris
(1919).
€ 1 000
Large square 4to ( 33.5 x 34.5 cm). Lvs (26) with lovely pochoir coloured illustrations in the Art Deco style. Original
pictorial board covers, with some wear along edges, a few
light creases and some light dust, internally fine. First edition of this charming children’s book.
The illustrations are coloured by hand by Jean Saudé. EdyLegrande was born Edward Louis Warschawsky Leon in
Bordeaux in 1892. He lived and worked in Paris, New York
and Morocco and is known for murals, children book’s
illustration and easel painting. He participated in the first
World Exhibition of engraved works of the Art Institute
of Chicago in 1932. This is his first book completed when
he was eighteen years old. It is considered a milestone in
the history of children’s book illustration because of it’s
striking art deco plates.
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[LILJE VALCH CARL FREDRIK]
  … Tio tusen chinesiska ting. (Ten thousand Chinese items). Beskrifvande förteckning öfver ett
chinesiskt målnings-galleri samt en stor samling af
chinesiska konst-, industri- och naturalister. Stockholm, Johan Beckman, 1849.
€ 240
Pp. iv, 5–42. Text in Swedish. Modern boards. A descriptive
list of a collection of authentic Chinese objects shown at
an exhibition in Stockholm, the first exhibition to present Chinese objects to the public in Sweden. Comprising paintings, antiquities, books, porcelain, stamps, tiles,
foods, papers, cloths, embroidery, scrolls, ceramics, and
more. Includes a section with Siamese books. The collection was brought back by Carl Fredrik Liljevalch. He was a
successful Swedish merchant who was sent to China on a
East India Company ship to negotiate a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce with China, which was concluded in
1847. Cordier BS 2180. Löwendahl 1102.
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LJUNGSTEDT, ANDERS
An Historical Sketch of the Portuguese Settlements
in China; and of the Roman Catholic Church and
Mission in China … A Supplementary Chapter, Description of the City of Canton, Republished from
the Chinese Repository. Boston [Macao], James
Munroe & Co., 1836.
€ 3 800
Pp. xvi, 196 + appendix pp. 199–323, one blank, index
pp. xviii. With one folding lithographed view of “Praya
Grande” at Macao, three folding lithographed maps (two of
Macao and one Canton) and two lithographed plates of S.
Francis Xavier’s tombstone (printed on both sides of one
leaf). Some foxing throughout, mainly in margins. Contemporary blue cloth covered boards, rubbed, red leather
title label on spine. With presentation: “Presented to the
Philolexian Debating Society by William B. Ratliff”. First
edition as such. A revised and enlarged edition of Ljungstedt’s “Contribution” and its continuation “Portuguese in
China”, published in 1832 and 1834 respectively, together
with an appendix comprising Elijah Coleman Bridgman’s
“Description of the city of Canton” first published in “The
Chinese Repository” (1834). Ljungstedt’s work is in fact
published at Macao, with the exception of four preliminary leaves (pp. i–viii) which were printed by Samuel N.
Dickson in Boston, and the illustrations made by Pendleton’s Lithography in Boston.
Anders Ljungstedt (1759–1835), a Swedish merchant and
historian was employed by the Swedish East India Company. In 1798 he moved to Guangzhou (Canton), then the
centre of Chinese trade for the outside world. He was a
successful businessman and made a great fortune. Later
he moved to Macao and in the 1820s he was appointed the
first Swedish consul general for trade in China. He devoted the last twenty years of his life to the study of the history of Macao. Based on several old documents from the
Macao Archives, other official works and with the help of
a Portuguese priest named Dom Joaquim de Sousa Saraiva
he wrote this comprehensive historical account of Macao
and Canton. It is acknowledged as the first scientific historical study of Macao and it was groundbreaking in that
he presented the work through the eyes of the Chinese. In
addition this work contains interesting information about
foreign trade, commodities, customs and duties, and the
various factories. From 1717 foreign trade was restricted
to Canton, and foreigners were obliged to settle in Macao after the trading season. However, in 1760s British,
Swedish and Danish supercargoes obtained permission
to take up residence in Canton, and this permission was
later extended to include other nations. The final chapter contains valuable information about the goods traded
with China. Arne, Svenskarna och Österlandet (1952), pp.
184–187. Cordier BS 2310–11. Löwendahl 914. Lust 121.
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LUCAS, PAUL
Voyage du sieur Paul Lucas, fait en M.DCCXIV, &c.
Par ordre de Louis XIV, dans la Turquie, l’Asie, la
Sourie, la Palestine, la Haute et la Basse Egypte, …
Three volumes. Rouen, Robert Machuel le jeune,
1719.
€ 1 800
Pp. (xxiv), 384, (8), (ii), 384, (6); (ii), 345, (9). With two folding engraved maps and 32 engraved plates, of which many
folding. Contemporary full calf, spines richly gilt and with
title lables, rubbed, spine ends chipped. Bookplate (Comte
de Perrone) pasted to front paste down. A few small burn
holes in the first and third volumes but overall clean and
crisp. Second edition (first Paris 1719).
Paul Lucas was a French merchant, naturalist and antiquary who made three journeys to the Levant. He brought
back a vast collection of antiquities such as medals and
manuscripts to king Louis XV’s cabinet. This is the ac-

count of the third voyage made between 1714 and 1717. He
visited Constantinople, Syria, the Holy Land and Egypt.
The beautiful plates depict the Galata tower, the city of
Tyre, the ancient theatre of Sagalassar, Damascus, the
Mikias at Cairo, the Great Pyramids, flora and fauna, antiquities, etc. “Many commentators have criticised Lucas
for the often fabulous nature of his accounts, but his writings convey a vivd sense of the nature of the East, laced
with considerable classical erudition” (Blackmer) Atabey
733. Cf Blackmer 1038. Ibrahim-Hilmy I,394. Gay 2122.
Röhrich 1245. Tobler 122.

44 [MALAYA, SINGAPORE & THAILAND]

ANTHONY, P.A. & HARRISON, CUTHBERT
WOODVILLE

Federated Malay States Railways. Pamphlet of Information for Travellers 1921. Tours in the Malay
Peninsula. (Singapore?) 1921. 
€ 450

Small quarto. Pp. 124. With eight folding maps and many
illustrations, of which five coloured plates after paintings
by M. Barnard. Original decorated wrappers, printed in
colours, rubbed and spine chipped.
A comprehensive guide for tourists with places to visit,
filled with advertising for hotels, shops, and means of
transport. The guide is mainly devoted to Malaysia but
also covers Singapore and Siam (Thailand). One section
(pp. 87–124) is devoted to Thailand with a separate title
page “Siamese State Railways. 1921. Travel in Siam”.
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MARTIN, FREDRIK ROBERT
Sibirica. Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Vorgeschichte
und Kultur sibirischer Völker. Stockholm, Norstedt
& Söner, 1897.
€ 800
Folio. Pp. (vi), 41, (4). With 35 full page plates and 36 leaves
with descriptive text. Many textual illustrations. Bound
in original green cloth folder, cotton ties (one missing),
recased, rubbed and new title label on spine. First edition
of an ethnographical and archaeological expedition to
Western Siberia. The plates depict utensils, clothes, baskets, tools, instruments etc of the Jugan Ostyaks, objects
found in Minusinsk from the Bronze and Iron ages, and
shaman drums of the Black Tartars in the Altai Mountains.
Fredrik Martin was a renowned Swedish orientalist who
made several expeditions to Russia, Caucasus and Central
Asia in the 1890s. Arne, Svenskarna och Österlandet, pp.
307 & 331.
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MARTINI, MARTINO
De bello tartarico historia. Antverpiæ, ex officina
Plantiniana Balthasaris Moreti, 1654. 
€ 2 900
Small 8vo. Pp. 156, (3). With one folding map “Situs provinciarum imperii sinici 1654”. Contemporary or near contemporary full calf, spine with five raised bands and red
title label, rubbed, top of spine chipped. A few leaves with
marginal stain.
Scarce first edition of this important work about the history of the Manchu invasion and conquest of the Chinese
empire in the first half of the 17th century. This work became enormously popular at the time, printed and translated many times. Martini was an Italian-born Jesuit, historian and cartographer who spent many years in China
during which time he travelled extensively throughout
the country. Martini is considered to be the first European
to study the history and geography of China with accurate
scientific objectivity. On behalf of the mission he travelled
to Rome in 1654 but returned to China after a few years. He
died of cholera in the Hangzhou area in 1661. Cordier BS
623. De Backer & Sommervogel V, 647. Lust 440. Löwendahl 107. Streit (1929) 2232. Walravens (1897) 101.
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MCLEOD, NICHOL AS (or NORMAN )
Korea and the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel, with Korean, Japanese and Israelitish Illustrations. Yokohama, Published for the Author partly at C. Levy and
the Sei Shi Bunsha Co., 1879.
€ 2 000
Oblong 4to. Pp. (vi), 23 and twenty-three wood-engraved
plates, one blank leaf. Seven of the plates are devoted to
Korea. Original green silk brocade over card, lettered in
gilt on upper cover, some holes to rear cover. Inner hinges
strained and endpapers browned.
First edition of an unusual work that deals with the controversial theory that Korean and Japanese people descended from the Lost Tribes of Israel. Previously McLeod had published two similar works about Japan titled
“Epitome of the history of Japan” and “Illustrations to the
Epitome”. This work which is also devoted to Korea seems
rarer. McLeod was a Scottish-born missionary who resided
for many years in Japan and Korea where he “searched for
the true Israelites”. The plates are made by Japanese artists
and include illustrations of Korean costumes and commodities, the Japanese Ambassador’s house and a military
station at Kokufu (governor’s place) followed by different
shrines in Japan; the Dragon temple of Miyajima; Ise Jingu, Miyazaki-jingu in Hiuga. Further there are plates depicting pottery found at Emperor Jimmu’s grave, chariots,
a sumo wrestler, samurai battles (including two of Ainos),
etc. Some of the plates are lightly discoloured due to the
paper quality. Only a few library copies recorded (Oxford,
SOAS, Edinburgh and Munich). Ref: Parfitt, Tudor: “The
Lost Tribes of Israel: The History of a Myth” (2003). T. Pak,
Western Books on Korea, p. 184–7.
BOUND TOGETHER WITH: Album. And Guide Book of
Japan from Satsuporo in the North to Kagishima in the
South. With Historical and Statistical Notes Compiled by
N. Mcleod. Yokohama, Published for the Author at the Seishi Bunsha Co., 1879. Pp. (1), clns 21, (3) on six leaves, and
fourteen wood-engraved plates. The guide is illustrated
with many famous sights, temples, the fifty-three stations
of the Tokaido, portraits of significant Japanese people, etc.

48 [MIYAJIMA, JAPAN]
A Short Guide to Miyajima and Neighbourhood.
Third edition. Hiroshima, Miyajima Hotel, 1918.

€ 340
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A Model Japanese Villa. Tokyo, Ogawa Kazumasa,
1899.
€ 1 500

Pp. (ii), 32, (6). With illustrations. Staples, with some rust.
Original printed colour wrappers. A charming small guide
to Miyajima, a small island in Hiroshima Bay in western
Japan. It has been a Shinto holy place for centuries with
many ancient shrines and temples. Rare.

Oblong folio. (39.2 x 29 cm). Title in English, colophon in
Japanese and 15 plates with 19 hand-coloured collotype
photos. All protected by tissue guards with English printed captions. Original decorated crêpe paper binding, cotton ties, some minor dust-staining. (Small paper loss to
title label on front cover). First edition.

49 [NAGASAKI – ENGRAVING]

Beautiful photos of an elegant Japanese country villa
which used to belong to Okuma Shigenobu, Prime Minister of Japan (1898 and 1914–6) and the founder of Waseda
University. Includes images of the exterior, the inside formal rooms and of the lovely landscaped garden. Okuma
Shigenobu loved growing flowers which explains the
many photos of chrysanthemums in beds and pots.

KRUSENSTERN, ADAM JOHANN VON
[Russian title]. Ansicht von Megasaky. Tab. LVIII. St.
Petersburg 1814.
€ 1 000

Copper engraved plate on strong paper. Image (including text) size: 51.5 x 35.5 cm. The plate depicts a view of
Nagasaki harbour with a few Japanese junks anchored in
front of settlements along the shore. In the foreground a
small boat carrying some members of the Russian delegation including Krusenstern and three Chinese men. This
is one of the earliest accurate images of Nagasaki. Water
staining at margins, heavy at lower margin but not affecting the image.
The plate is included in Krusenstern’s account of the first
Russian circumnavigation 1803–6. The expedition stayed
for about six months at Nagasaki hoping to negotiate trade
agreements between the countries and study the local
natural history. At this time Japan was almost completely
isolated from the rest of the world, only the port of Nagasaki being accessible (or Dejima to the Dutch). However,
the Russians were never invited to come ashore. Wilhelm
Gottlieb Tilesius, a German naturalist and engraver, participated as doctor and marine biologist on the expedition. During the voyage he contributed with numerous
sketches and water colours. This engraving is made after
his drawing.
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Kazumasa Ogawa, renowned Japanese photographer
opened the first photographic studio in Tokyo in 1882. He
published this type of collotype album to promote Japanese culture to westerners at the end of the 19th century.
This is a very fine example of Ogawa’s expertise as a photographer and printer.

52 [OPIUM]

LINNÉ, CARL VON & GEORGII, GEORG
EBERHARD
Opium, quod, dissertatione medica, venia experient. Fac. Medicæ in Reg. Acad. Upsaliensi, præside
… Carolo à Linné. … Publice ventilandum sistit
Georgius Eberhardus Georgii. … In audit. Carol.
Majori, die XV. Nov. MDCCLXXV. Upsala, Typis
Edmannianis, [1775]. 
€ 1 600
4to. Pp. (ii), 17, (1). Contemporary wrappers, stained and
worn. Old ownership signature on title. Rare dissertation
about the opium plant “Papaver somniferum”, the manufacturing process and it’s use in medicine. Georg Eberhard Georgii (1755–1816) was a Swedish court pharmacist.
Soulsby no. 2444. Lidén p. 319.

NANCE, FLORENCE RUSH (Born Keiser)
Soochow the Garden City. Shanghai; Hong Kong;
Singapore, Kelly & Walsh, Ltd, 1936.
€ 650
(viii), 76. With five folding maps and twenty-four halftone
photographic plates. Photos by C.H. Wong and A.J. Waller.
Original pictorial paper boards with endpapers illustrating maps of Soochow waterways.
First edition of this practical guide to Soochow and surroundings. Comprising six different sight-seeing trips and
recommendations of attractions and shopping. A lovely
copy. Florence Rush Nance had a science degree from Vanderbilt. She married a Methodist missionary and moved to
China where she taught at the McTyeire School for Young
Ladies in Shanghai and at Soochow University. She died
in Shanghai in 1940.

OGAWA , K A ZUMASA (Photogr. & Editor) /
[SHIGENOBU, OKUMA]
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OWEN, JOHN
The History of the Origin and First Ten Years of
the British and Foreign Bible Society. Two volumes.
London, Tilling and Hughes, 1816.
€ 360
Large 8vo. Pp. xx, 527; (ii), 638. With staining throughout. Uncut copy in contemporary boards, volume two rebacked. Old ownership signature on titles. First edition.
Devoted to the Society’s work around the world, translations of the scriptures, etc. See Löwendahl Supplement
1699 (reg. Society’s work in China).
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54 [PLAYBILL]
Theater “Unter den Linden”. Direction: Alois und
Rudolf Ronacher. Donnerstag den 29. September
1892. Berlin, Druck von Julius Rosenthal (L. Gronau), 1892.
€ 280
Double folded folio leaf (each 43 x 33 cm printed on creamcoloured crêpe paper. Text in German. Announcing the
Operetta Daphne, a Ballet performance “Die Welt in Bild
und Tanz” etc. arranged by Alois and Rudolf Ronacher at
their theatre in Berlin. The programme is printed in black
within a decorated border with Oriental motives printed
in colours. Well preserved.

55 [QUR’AN]

CRUSENSTOLPE, JOHAN FREDRIK SEBASTIAN
(Transl.)
Koran öfversatt från arabiska originalet, jemte en
historisk inledning. Stockholm, P.A. Norstedt &
Söner, 1843.
€ 380

Pp. v, 158, 783, index 26, errata (1). Modern cloth, spine
lettered in gilt. The first complete Swedish translation of
the Koran. Includes a long introduction about the history
of Islam. Fredrik Crusenstolpe, Swedish orientalist and
diplomat, served at the Swedish Consulates in Libya, Brazil and Morocco, and later as Consul General in Algiers.
Today a scarce title. Linnström p. 821.

56 RICCI, MAT TEO / TRIGAULT, NICOL AS (Ed.)
Histoire de l’expedition chrestienne au royaume de
la Chine entreprinse par les peres de la Compagnie
de Iesus, comprinse en cinq livres, esquels est traicté fort exactement et fidelement des moeurs, loix, &
coustumes du pays, & des commencemens tres-difficiles de l’Eglise naissante en ce Royaume. Lille, de
l’imprimerie de Pierre de Rache, 1617.
€ 4 000
Small 4to. Pp. (xxiv), 423, 428–559, (5) table. Text complete. With title printed in red and black. Narrow margins.
Rebound with old paper boards, new calf spine with five
raised bands, decorated and lettered in gilt. Text partly
browned due to the paper quality.
Second French edition, translated by David Florice de
Riquebourg-Trigault, nephew of Nicolas and physician to
the count of Nassau. First published in Latin titled “De
Christiana expeditione apud sinas suspecta ab Societate
Jesu”, Augsburg 1615. This important work on China is
based on the journal kept by the Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci during the time he served in the country (1582–
1610). When Ricci arrived in 1582 in Macau, China was still
closed to outsiders, but he learned the language, acquired
knowledge about the country, and was able to go beyond
cultural barriers which gave him entrance to the interior of country. He discovered that Chinese culture was
strongly intertwined with Confucian values and therefore

used existing Chinese concepts to explain Christianity.
Ricci’s manuscript was brought back to Europe by his
successor Trigault, who translated it into Latin and also
changed many passages of the journal and augmented it
with information based on several Portuguese missionary reports. Cordier BS 810. Löwendahl Supplement, 1558.
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ROLL AND, ROMAIN / JOUVE, PIERRE JE AN /
MARTINET, MARCEL / GUILBE AUX, HENRI
Salut a la révolution russe. Edition de la Revue “Demain”. Genève 1917.
€ 450
Pp. 32. With one b/w plate by Frans Masereel, Flemish artist. As issued in original printed wrappers, slightly faded,
rusty staples. A collection of works celebrating the Russian
Revolution by a group of French writers and pacifists who
at the time lived in Switzerland. The magazine Demain
became a point of reference for all who were against the
war (WW1). Rare.
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SKERTCHLY, J. ALFRED
Dahomey as it is; being a Narrative of Eight Months’
Residence in that Country, … Also an Appendix on
Ashantee. London, Chapman and Hall, 1874.€ 1 250
Pp. xxii, 524. With a coloured lithographed frontispiece,
one folding map, eight lithographed full page plates (of
which three coloured) and woodcut illustrations in the
text. This copy has one additional coloured plate “The Gun
Custom” not included in the list of illustrations. Publisher’s pictorial cloth, stamped in gilt and black. Extremities
slightly chipped, top of front hinge with small hole. First
edition of a scarce title devoted to Dahomey (Benin today),
its people, history and customs. The plates are made after
sketches by the author.
Skertchley was an English entomologist who participated
in a zoological expedition to the West Coast of Africa in
1871. During a short visit to Abomey, the capital of Dahomey, he was captured (but shown great hospitality) by
the king for eight months, during which he was unable to
collect specimens. Some light offsetting to the title from
the frontispiece, otherwise a crisp and clean copy. Cardinall 1102.

57 [RIVER CROSSING PUZZLE]
(A wolf, goat and cabbage problem). Sweden about
mid 19th century.
€ 290
A river crossing puzzle comprising coloured woodcut paper figures depicting a farmer, a boat, a wolf, a goat and
a cabbage (complete). Housed in the original illustrated
paper envelope (some staining). A printed instruction in
Swedish is included. This kind of game dates back to the
9th century and has been found in the folklore of ethnic
groups from different parts of the world. A charming puzzle, well-preserved.

60 [SWEDISH BOARD GAME]
Nytt sällskapsspel. Ryssarnes march till Konstantinopel. (The march of the Russians to Constantinople). Stockholm, C.A. Lindqvist, 1877.
€ 240
One large sheet of a coloured board game (69.5 x 53 cm).
Text with game rules pp. (4). Housed in the original paper
envelope (24 x 26.5 cm), worn.
The board consists of a map of the area around the Black
Sea. According to the instructions the players are Russians
who marches to Constantinople to capture the hoard of
money kept there by the Turks. The players appoint one
Tsar and the others are generals with various Russian
names. The route march begins in Odessa and continues
via Sevastopol, Tiflis, Ardahan, Bukarest, Giurgevo (Giurgiu), Sistova, Plevna, Varna, Adrianople (Edirne), Constantinople, Gallipoli, and concludes at Tokat in Anatolia.

61

This work dedicated to the famous tale has exquisite illustrations of musical instruments, calligraphy, flower arrangements, fans, clothing, tea ceremony, sweets, incense,
etc representing the court life of medieval Japan. Typically
furnished interiors are here reproduced as well as beautiful garden scenes with blossoming trees, autumn maples,
birds, etc. and other fine settings. Kawarasaki Kõdõ was a
Kyoto-based artist, studied under the guidance of Yamamoto Sekkei, mastered different painting styles and created dyeing and weaving designs. Printed by the renowned
Art shop Uchida in Kyoto which is still in operation today.
Rare. We have only found one library copy, at National
Diet, Tokyo.
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TEFFI (LOKHVITSK AIA , NADEZHDA ALE X ANDROVNA) / PAR AIN, NATHALIE (Ill.)
Baba-Yaga [A Folk Tale]. Paris, YMCA Press, 1932.

€ 340
4to. Pp. (24). Text in Russian. With lovely coloured illustrations. Original lithographed wrappers with some wear.
Resewn, spine restored with cloth, loss of corners to front
wrapper, last leaf with tear restored and some remains of
old tape at inner margin. But still a likeable copy. First
edition.

61 [TALE OF GENJI – ILLUSTRATED]

K AWAR ASAKI, KÕDÕ

Monogatari Genji Gojuyon-chô. (Tale of Genji 54
Chapters). ものがたり源氏五十四帖. Five volumes.
Kyõto, Uchida Bijutsu Shoshi, owa 10 (1935).€ 5 200
A complete work with fifty-five magnificent woodblockprinted designs adapted for the famous “Tale of Genji”,
protected by tissue guards. In total ninety leaves. Size: 32
x 23 cm. Delicately printed in gorgeous colours on highquality paper with beautiful matching decorations, some
in relief. Many plates are highlighted with metallic inks.
One volume (2) has some leaves with minor marginal
crease and a few with small tears at fold but overall a very
good copy. Leaves double-folded in the traditional Japanese style. Original decorated paper-covered boards, extremities lightly rubbed. Housed in a cloth folder. First
edition.
The “Tale of Genji” is an imaginative fiction written by
the Japanese noblewoman Murasaki Shikibu in the early
11th century. It is a romantic novel about the life of Prince
Genji which vividly describes the customs of aristocratic
society of the time. It is considered the world’s first novel.

Baba-Yaga is a folklore tale about a a frightening witchlike old woman living in the forest. There are many illustrated versions about her in Russian folklore. Teffi was
a renowned humanist writer in pre-Revolutionary Russia
and Nathalie Parain, Ukrainian-born artist who illustrated many popular children’s books. Both settled in Paris
in the 1920s.

language learning series, the Yü-yen tzu-erh chin, which
was an eminently innovative system of transliteration of
the Chinese pronunciation into the Latin alphabet based
on the pronunciation conventions of the Peking dialect.
The system was later substantially modified and extended
by Herbert Giles (the Wade-Giles Romanization, 1892).
It became the most popular form of romanization of the
Peking dialect in the West until 1979 when pinyin was
adopted. Cordier BS 1688–89. Löwendahl Supplement
1817–20 (this copy).
Included is a hand-written letter from Wade to Dr. Samuel Wells Williams, dated June 1867. Wade writes following:
“I don’t lend you a copy of my work as contemplating the
possibility of its being in anyway an assistance to you but
as a tribute which […] I feel I ought to pay not [ …] to a veteran sinologue but to one who has always so sympathised
with me in my labours and who has for many years shewn
himself my kind & constant friend”.
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WADE, THOMAS FR ANCIS
… Yü-Yen tzu-erh chi, a Progressive Course Designed to Assist the Student of Colloquial Chinese,
as Spoken in the Capital and the Metropolitan Department; in eight parts; with Key, Syllabary, and
Writing Exercises. London, Trübner & Co., 1867.
TOGETHER WITH: Key to the Tzu erh chi. Colloquial Series. London 1867.
AND: … P’ing-tsê pien, A new edition of the Peking
Syllabary, Designed to Accompany the Colloquial
Series of the Tzu erh chi; … [London 1867].
AND: … Han tzu hsi hsieh fa, A Set of Writing Exercises Designed to Accompany the Colloquial Series
of the Tzu erh chi. London 1867.
€ 2 000
Folio. Pp. xx, 295, appendix 15 (1) ; Key pp. 176, 139 + Peking
Syllabary: pp. 126, (1), appendix (i), 35 + Writing Exercises:
pp. 47. The part with the Key is bound up front. Contemporary cloth boards, nicely rebacked with calf spine, stamped
in gilt. One more part (not present here) was published in
the same sequence called “Wên-chien tzu erh Chi” which
is a series of papers selected as specimens of documentary
Chinese. First edition. Copy of Dr. Samuel Wells Williams.
Thomas Francis Wade (1818–95), a British diplomat and
sinologist who spent more than forty years in China. He
became an official interpreter and was engaged in important negotiations; the Treaty of Tianjin (1857) and the Chefoo (Ya tai) Convention (1876). He compiled this Chinese

64 [VIENNA SECESSION]

ZÜLOW, FR ANZ VON

Die 12 Monate. Originallithographien. Vienna,
Druck und Verlag der Wiener Werkstätte, no date
(1912).
€ 5 800
4to. Comprises thirteen original colour lithographs, as issued, loose in publisher’s black cloth portfolio illustrated
with original lithographs by the artist on covers, abstract
hand-painted front paste down and inner flaps. Housed in
a specially-made chemise by Atelier Devauchelle.
First edition printed in a very small number. A fine, complete set of this stunning work by Franz von Zülow comprising in total fifteen original colour lithographs; one plate for each month, one plate depicting the four seasons and
two plates pasted on the covers. The fanciful lithographs
have multiple pictures of people and animals placed in
everyday and festive contexts depending on the month.
Zülow uses a folkloristic and dynamic style with very expressive colours on a decorative flatness, influenced by the
early Viennese Secession.
Franz von Zülow (1883–1963) was a renowned Austrian
painter, designer, graphic artist and muralist who worked
at the Wiener Werkstätte from 1905 onwards and joined
the Vienna Secession in 1908. The Wiener Werkstätte
(1903–32) was a productive cooperative of skilled artisans
(including architects, artists and designers) in Vienna dedicated to the production of modern decorative arts. The
declared objective of the Wiener Werkstätte was to break
through everyday life with remarkable artistic and aesthetic products. Two plates are narrowly cut but overall it’s a
lovely set of an impressive work of art. Rare. Ref. Heller,
Die Bunte Welt, 455. Schweiger, Wiener Werkstätte, p. 185.
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